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The Comms Partner for Education
Choose from our exhaustive service menu the areas that you most need*
Public Address Systems

Site wide PA and Paging with Bell Timings and One Touch
Emergency Lockdown Alert buttons

Mass Notification Messaging

Broadcast messages to staff, pupils and parents via landline, mobile
phone, IP phone, text, email, anywhere, anytime from any device.

Cloud Hosted Telephony

WHY PARTNER WITH US?
For over 40 years we have performed
at the forefront of the communications
industry; constantly evolving, in tune
with the market, meeting customer
needs and expectations.
We offer expert knowledge, the very
latest technology and our passion
with the delivery of personal service,
creating the technical infrastructure for
organisations that want to keep their
communications to the forefront of
excellence.

An extensive range of cost-saving fixed and mobile telephony
capabilities accessed through an easy-to-use web portal.

We sell a promise; of experience, of
knowledge and of care in the delivery of
needs based communication solutions.

Integrated Teams & Cloud Hosted Apps

Midland Comms is accredited for
the sales and support of equipment
manufactured by the world’s leading
companies.

Managed IT. & Software

Hardware & software installation & support plus Office 365 licensing
and integration.

With our central location in the Midlands,
we’re well placed to service education
facilities all over the UK.

Managed Cyber Security

Talk to us for a consultative approach to
understanding your requirements.

Integrate Microsoft Teams from within your telephony for more
productive communications

Let Midland keep you secure from viruses & malware.
Set up and develop your Cyber Essentials certification.

Live Lesson Streaming & Capture

Record lessons for live streaming or for later online viewing

*Menu reflects just our most popular services into education facilities. We offer many more.
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Public Address & Paging Systems
We provide Public Address (PA) or
Paging “Tannoy” systems, fixed or PA
over IP (networked audio), to suit your
environments requirements.
Systems are typically used for Voice
Evacuation, Fire and Refuge Alarms,
customer facing Induction Loop, Paging,
Background Music, Sound Masking or
clear Conference and Classroom audio
delivery.
We are experienced with Discussion
Systems and sound reinforcement
for classrooms, some include Lesson
Capture functionality.
Other Education solutions, include
School Emergency Lockdown and Bell
Timing systems.
We are focused on ensuring that one
size does not fit all and that any solution
proposed for your organisation is the
right one for your specific needs.
Our expertise and capability to provide
communications solutions is built on
over years experience.
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Emergency Lockdown & Mass Notification
Systems tend to be bespoke to the
needs of your school.
The size of your school and your
individual Lockdown Procedure will
influence your requirements.
We advise schools to let us conduct a
no obligation site survey.
Remember, unlike voice evacuation
- with school Lockdown Systems you
need to plan for the opposite - to keep
your pupils and staff inside.
How you choose to communicate with
your staff is also a unique preference.
You may wish to email or send a text
message, silently alerting only them so
that they can calmly communicate with
the children and begin the Lockdown
Procedure.
We also offer Mass Notification apps
- you can improve emergency mass
notification, on-site and off-site - see the
next page.

Off-Site Mass Notification
See Next Page
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Mass Notification
We also offer Mass Notification
apps - you can improve emergency
mass notification, automate day-today communications and facilitate
student and parental engagement by
broadcasting messages to thousands
of people – anywhere, anytime, on any
device.
Broadcast messages via landline,
mobile phone, IP phone, text, email or
other customised channels to reach the
widest audience.
You can maximise speed of transmission
using multiple triggering options,
automated and manual, and by targeting
all devices simultaneously.
It is possible to integrate the messaging
with facility operations, such as:• Door Locks
• IoT Systems and Sensors
• Digital Signage
Mass Notification and Lockdown
installation are specialised solutions Midland Comms will work with you to
design, plan and install the best systems
for your unique needs.
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Classroom Sound Reinforcement & Lesson Capture
Classroom

Remote Students
OR

Teacher
Microphone

OR

OR

HDMI

(included)

Projector, White Board or
Interactive Touchscreen

USB

Use Juno to easily capture video
recordings of live lessons including
what’s on the display. Juno automatically
names and uploads the video to the
school LMS or website.

Student
Microphone

Lesson Capture provides an audio and
visual record which students can repeat
as many times as they need.

Place at back or
side of classroom.

How it works
The LessonCam mounts to the Juno and connects
to the USB port on the teacher’s computer and
the teacher wears the pendant microphone. When
the teacher speaks or plays a video from the
computer, their voice and audio are amplified in the
classroom and heard by the remote students.
All students can see the teacher or other media equally
Using “Screen Share”, teachers can share content from their
interactive panel, live video from the FrontRow LessonCam,
document camera or computer video.
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Juno all-in-one classroom sound
reinforcement solution has integrated
Bluetooth® connectivity to provide rich
audio amplification for both voice and
media while being quick and easy to
setup and use.

All students can participate equally.
When remote students are unmuted by the teacher, their
voices are distributed in the classroom. When classroom
students use the student microphone, their voices are amplified
in the classroom and streamed online to remote students.
All students can stay caught up.
Using remote conferencing recording functions or
FrontRow’s Teacher Edition, lessons can be recorded,
shared and archived so students can access lessons for
review at their convenience.

Teachers can capture their lessons while
they deliver them whether their class is
in person or remote, and automatically
upload them for asynchronous learning
on their school’s LMS.
The Easiest Lesson Capture Software
– Teacher Edition
No complicated editing, no endless
buttons and options that don’t get used.
Just capture and share lessons for
students to review later, or “flip” your
whole classroom!

Cloud Hosted Telephony, Broadband & Wi-Fi
Cloud-hosted or VoIP telephony
provides an extensive range of fixed and
mobile telephony capabilities accessed
through an easy-to-use web portal.
The service allows you, the
administrator, to easily manage your
environment, with an emphasis on
control and administration through the
web that takes the burden away from
your IT team.
For administrators, you can quickly
configure the system according to your
organisation’s changing requirements.
Replacing legacy PBX systems and
ISDN, with only a minimal capital
outlay required, cloud-hosted is a
reliable and proven service and a
jargon-free approach to telephony and
communications.
Midland can also advise and facilitate
your broadband, MPLS or Fixed Lease
Lines, as well as ensure you have
available Wi-Fi in all the areas you
require it.
Cloud-hosted telephony also allows you
to integrate your favourite software apps
as part of your telephony solution.
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Microsoft Teams from within your Cloud Hosted Telephony
Being able to communicate easily and
still have access to all your files and
data is absolutely vital when working
across departments, in large teams
or when you need to work remotely
successfully.
Microsoft Teams has incredible
functionality that allows you and
your teams, whether they are staff
members or students, to work together
through chat, online meetings, document
collaboration, file sharing and phone
calls — from any device.
Microsoft Teams can be utilised standalone but is most powerful when
integrated into your telephony solution
to ensure complete transparency of
availability, creating a single hub for
better teamwork.
Teachers benefit greatly from the use of
Microsoft Teams. They can communicate
with classes, set assignments, work on
lessons and mark papers all within one
secure application.
Integrate with Office 365 for a complete
suite of the tools you use everyday.
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Full Cloud Integration of Microsoft 365
Office 365 gives you the familiarity
and power of Office with the flexibility
of the cloud. With Office in the cloud,
your applications and files are with
you wherever you go, whether you’re
working offline at your desktop, online or
on one of your devices.
Edit files at your PC or Mac. Email or
share files from your tablet. Join an
online meeting from your phone. What
you need is accessible from anywhere,
right up front and always up to date.
Work smart, work fast, wherever.
Whether you’re at your desktop or on
your tablet or phone, you can get to your
documents, email and calendars, shared
files and online meetings. And wherever
you access it, it’s always your Office, so
your files are up to date and your recent
documents just a click away.
Built For Teams and Networks.
Simplify your infrastructure with one
platform for calling, conferencing, video
and sharing. Connect your teams with
the experience they love in the Office
applications they use every day.
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Managed IT & Cyber Security
Midland are complete communications
providers.
Utilising our own engineers we can
supply and install all aspects of IT,
including network cabling and wireless
networks, voice & data, UPS installation,
hardware and software supply,
virtualisation, data backup, and more...
We can provide your organisation with
an ongoing fully managed IT support
solution.
We have a range of SLA packages for
responsive remote and onsite support
individual to your organistions IT
requirements.
This can include Cyber Security
solutions to protect against viruses and
malware.
You can choose the services that best
suit your requirement at this time - we
offer free site surveys and our account
managers provide a consultative
approach determining what is the best fit
for you.
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Talk to Midland Comms
for an easy pathway to
make the change to a
more productive team
with ‘operate from
anywhere’ capabilities,
combining cloud-hosted
telephony, IT and
Microsoft Teams.
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Midland Comms.

Phone
0808 156 7080

MIDLAND COMMS

Email
enq@midlandcomms.co.uk
18, Miller Court, Severn Drive,
Tewkesbury Business Park,
Tewkesbury, GL20 8DN
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Website
www.midlandcomms.co.uk

